Exceeding customer expectations
Ever mindful of the unique challenges providers face, including those of a financial nature, LifeCell™ is offering the STRATTICE™ Replacement Guarantee.

Treatment of patients with challenging hernia repair poses many challenges for the acute care facility, including financial.

As your partner in providing cost-effective and clinically-efficient therapies, LifeCell understands these unique challenges.

The STRATTICE™ Replacement Guarantee provides support for you and your challenging hernia repair patients, offering participating acute care facilities a replacement on STRATTICE™ Tissue Matrix implanted specifically for abdominal wall reconstructive applications.*

*Subject to terms and conditions.
• Early white cell migration, cell repopulation, and rapid revascularization has been shown in animal studies,\(^1\) which may lead to increased resistance to infection at the surgical site\(^2\).

• STRATTICE™ Tissue Matrix has been studied in more than 1,700 challenging hernia repair patients\(^5\).

• Use of STRATTICE™ Tissue Matrix allowed for single-stage repair, as demonstrated in peer-reviewed publications\(^5\).

• ZERO explants in all peer-reviewed publications\(^5\).

\(^{†}\) Patient results may vary.

\(^{‡}\) Correlation of these results to results in humans has not been established.

\(^{§}\) Searches performed on PubMed, clinicaltrials.gov, dissertations, Google, Bing\(™\) and in current controlled trials registry as well as in relevant reference lists in August 2015.

References:
The STRATTICE™ Replacement Guarantee program offers a replacement of any piece of STRATTICE™ Reconstructive Tissue Matrix (TM) when it has been used specifically for abdominal wall reconstructive applications at participating facilities.*

Subject to certain terms and conditions, LifeCell will replace STRATTICE™ Tissue Matrix purchased by the participating facility that is explanted.*

To be eligible for the guarantee, participants will need to sign up for the program. For more information, or to become a participating facility and benefit from The STRATTICE™ Replacement Guarantee program, contact your local LifeCell representative.
LifeCell™ offers the solutions and support you need.

Our Mission:
Our mission is to transform surgery through continuous innovation. By leveraging our scientific heritage and proprietary technologies, we will passionately commit ourselves to exceed customer expectations, raise industry standards, and improve patients’ lives.

Support Hotline:
Live Customer Solutions support hotline
Monday - Friday, 7am to 6pm EST:
800-367-5737

Medical Education:
LifeCell offers a variety of medical education programs for health care providers, including: Surgical Solutions Symposium; Bioskills Lab; Preceptorship; Mini-Fellowship; Webcast; Surgeons Forum; Trade Show Symposium; Local and Regional Event

Reimbursement Hotline:
888.543.3656
The LifeCell Reimbursement Hotline team of credentialed nurses and professional medical coders will help with:
- Case pre-certifications/pre-determinations
- Insurance coverage
- Coding and reimbursement
- Appeal support for denied claims

To take advantage of these unique values, contact a LifeCell sales representative at www.lifecell.com/contact.
Essential prescribing information for STRATTICE™ Reconstructive Tissue Matrix

Indications for use
STRATTICE™ Tissue Matrix is intended for use as a soft tissue patch to reinforce soft tissue where weakness exists and for the surgical repair of damaged or ruptured soft tissue membranes. Indications for use include the repair of hernias and/or body wall defects which require the use of reinforcing or bridging material to obtain the desired surgical outcome. STRATTICE™ Tissue Matrix is supplied sterile and is intended for single patient one-time use.

Contraindications
• This device is derived from a porcine source and should not be used in patients with known sensitivity to porcine material.
• This device contains Polysorbate 20.

CAUTION: Federal (USA) law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.

WARNING
• Do not resterilize. Discard all open and unused portions of the device.
• Do not use if the package is opened or damaged. Do not use if seal is broken or compromised.
• After use, handle and dispose of all unused product and packaging in accordance with accepted medical practice and applicable local, state and federal laws and regulations.

Precautions
• Discard device if mishandling has caused possible damage or contamination, or the device is past its expiration date.
• Ensure that device is soaked in room temperature sterile saline or room temperature sterile lactated Ringer’s solution for a minimum of 2 minutes prior to implantation in the body.
• Place device in maximum possible contact with healthy, well-vascularized tissue to promote cell ingrowth and tissue remodeling.
• STRATTICE™ Tissue Matrix product should be hydrated and moist when the package is opened. If STRATTICE™ Tissue Matrix is dry, do not use.

Storage
• STRATTICE™ Tissue Matrix is a sterile medical device that should be stored in a clean, dry location at room temperature.
• It is to be stored in its original packaging.